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By Michael Ross

T he POD has been around so long
that it is becoming an integral 
part of the recording process.

Thanks to this little Line 6 unit, it has
been some years since guitarists have had 
to stress about getting a decent sound in
the studio; its digital amp modeling 
provides a more than acceptable level 
of tone when time, budget, and/or sound-
proofing issues do not permit miking 
an actual amp. Since POD’s
inception, Line 6 has intro-
duced a line of effects-
model ing  devices  that  
h a v e  b e c o m e  a l m o s t  
as ubiquitous as the now-
familiar red, kidney bean–
shaped unit. The company
has wisely decided to incor-
porate some of these effects
models into the PODXT,
adding a few features of 
the higher-priced rack-
mounted POD Pro as well as
some other XTras.

MORE IS MORE 
The original POD models
15 general effects and pre-
set effects combinations in
addition to its amp mod-
els. The XT improves on
this with a wealth of more
specific, classic stompbox sounds from
“Big Muff” to “Echoplex,” as well as stu-
dio-type compression and reverb. It also
allows you to place some effects either
pre- or post-amplifier, as you might do
in a normal effects chain. For example,
you may want your guitar signal to go
into an analog chorus and then into your
amp, as if you were using a pedal; or you

may want to place the
same chorus after the amp,
as if you had patched the
effect into a recording
mixer. In addition to the
cabinet modeling offered
in the original,  the XT
allows you to choose mic
models, mic positions, 
and the amount of room
sound. 

The slightly larger XT
offers an editing screen—
a good thing, considering
the greatly increased edit-

ing depth. One very cool feature is that
grabbing any amp control (drive, treble,
and so on) instantly brings a represen-
tation of all the amp knob positions to
the screen for a few seconds before
returning to the editing page in which
you were working. With more editing
possibilit ies comes more complex 
operation—the XT manual is almost

twice as big as the old one. For this 
user, it  all  became worth it when I 
realized that I not only could tap in 
delay tempos but also separately tap in
modulation tempos. This allowed me to
match both the ping-pong delay and 
the modulation effect speed to the 
drum groove on the riff below. And 
just for good measure, I threw on a 
track of auto-wah octave with its own 
reverb space. 

SUPER SOUND
The effects are great, but amp modeling
is POD’s (both original and XT) true 
forte.  Although the original  unit’s  
models closely aped the original amps,
the XT has upped the realism ante quite
a bit. There is no longer anything subtle
about the differences in the model
sounds. I miss the old POD’s Dumble
emulations, but the new Small Tweed,
Plexi 45, Plexi Jump Lead (simulating 
two channels connected), Supro (think
dead-on first Led Zeppelin record), 
and Plexi Variac (think scarily accurate
Van Halen) more than make up for 
its absence.

PODX T has a USB digital  in/out 
for direct digital computer recording 
and a flash-based memory for easy
upgrades. I was already sold on using 
the POD in a pinch, but now with the 
XT it will be a while before I mic an 
amp again.

CONTACT Line 6, 818-575-3600, line6.com

FEATURES 32 classic amp models; 22 cabinet models; four mic models; 49 stompbox and studio effect models; effect routing options; 64 channel memories; saves 
personalized effects chains; USB digital I/O; built-in chromatic tuner; full MIDI support; $569
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